
Homework Ideas - L2 

 

In L2 we are developing our Literacy skills and have been on listening walks to hear 

different sounds in the community. To continue this learning at home, you could go 

outside with your child and see what you both can hear. On our walk around Newark 

we heard cars, birds, the wind, people and dogs. You could also listen to and talk 

about the sounds you can hear around the home (for example the telephone, kettle, 

radio, taps, and microwave). 

We have also been listening to 

different stories and have used 

materials, objects and music to 

engage all of the learners. The 

children really enjoy story time and it 

would be great if you could read to 

your child at home.  

 

 

In Maths we have been learning about time and how we can understand and 

anticipate different times during the school day. We have been listening to our Good 

Morning Song every morning and our Lunch Time Song every lunch as well as 

exploring objects of reference to help us understand what is happening next. Do you 

have a song that you could play/sing before bedtime every night? We have also been 

singing number songs to help 

develop our number skills. Our 

favourites are Five Little Ducks and 

Five Little Speckled Frogs. The 

children have been practising taking 

one duck or frog away each time. 

Could you sing number songs with 

your child at home?  

 



We have been learning about different schools around the 

world and have been making dishes from different 

countries. Could you choose a recipe from another country 

and cook it with your child? The children have enjoyed 

smelling and exploring the different ingredients as well as 

chopping and stirring the food. We would love to hear 

about any cooking you do at home! Cooking is also a great 

opportunity to practice counting skills! 

 

 

Our topic this term is ‘Pets’ and we have enjoyed learning about the different 

animals we can keep as pets. We have set up a vets role play in the classroom and 

have been practicing bandaging up the toy animals! We have visited Pets at Home 

(who have kindly given L2 a fish tank and three fish) and were able to hold and stroke 

lots of different animals. We have also borrowed Toffee the hamster from L3 and 

have felt how soft his fur is and watched him run around in his hamster ball! Do you 

have a pet at home that you can 

encourage your child to stroke or 

look after? Are you able to visit a 

Pet Shop to find out what different 

animals they have there? It is really 

great just to sit and stroke different 

animals and talk about what they 

feel like (furry, rough, warm, fluffy) 

to develop your child’s 

understanding of language. 

 

 

 

If you would like any more ideas for your child or would like to talk about any of the 

ideas we have suggested, please do not hesitate to speak to us. 

L2 Team – Vicky, Estelle, Sean and Robyn 


